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ABSTRACT
This study is part of an innovation project carried on ErgoLab, the ergonomic laboratory of FCA in
Turin, to evaluate the use of a passive exoskeleton for upper limbs in automotive manufacturing
tasks. The introduction of new technologies into a production environment is not always effective,
because operators do often not use them. For this reason it is important that future users accept the
innovation.
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With the aim to evaluate Usability and Acceptance, the testing protocol included different data
technology: (a) structure of the exoskeleton, (b) workspace of the exoskeleton.
gathering techniques: observation during simulated working tasks, interviews, TAM2 questionnaire Levitate(Images
available at: http://www.levitatetech.com; accessed 02/03/2017).
to analyse acceptance, and finally a focus group.
Overall results showed that operators judge positively the exoskeleton because of evidence in carrying on activities with less physical effort. The device is
perceived useful especially in tasks where precision is required. The evaluation showed a good interaction human-device, but the operators involved in
the tests consider the work-device interaction a critical point. More in deep, workers refer perceived ease of use, voluntariness and results demonstrability
but low intention to use and perceived usefulness.
LABORATORY TASKS
Goals: evaluate efficiency end effectiveness (task duration, quality, force applied)
Technique: Borg scale, time count, observation, interviews
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Static posture task:

Repeated manual material handling task:

Precision task:

sealing under scooter task:

mounting gasket task:

(a) without exoskeleton
(b) with exoskeleton

(a) without exoskeleton
(b) with exoskeleton

(a) without exoskeleton
(b) with exoskeleton

(a) without exoskeleton
(b) with exoskeleton

(a) without exoskeleton
(b) with exoskeleton

ASSEMBLY LINE TASKS
Goals: evaluate efficiency end effectiveness in real context
Technique: Borg scale, time count, observation, interviews

fastening with clamps

USABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE

TAM
TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE MODEL

SAMPLE





Presses preparation operators
Mold repairer, fitter and maintainer
Plant, process and tools conductors

FOCUS GROUP

The usability assessment was based on workers agreement with
sentences, choosing a value on Likert scale from 1 (I completely
not agree) to 7 (I completely agree).
In usability metrics questionnaire the positive characteristics had
high score (> 4) that mean a good interaction human-device, but,
in the other hands, they considered critics the work-device
interaction.
A seven-point Likert scale questionnaire
Average and Standard Deviation

A focus group was created to obtain qualitative data. The
moderator conducted the session and involved the
workers to discuss on the use of exoskeleton, focusing
on positive and negative aspects, relating to their work
context and trying to define the optimal wished
characteristics of the device. Results showed that
workers judge positively the exoskeleton because it was
evident the helps them to carry on activities with less
physical and mental effort. The device was, in particular,
perceived as useful in precision tasks.

TAM2 (Venkatesh&Davis,2 000) is an extended
version of TAM, used to analyze the technology
acceptance considering perceived ease of use
and perceive usefulness. Furthermore, as
mentioned by authors, it’s important to take into
account that others aspects can influence device
acceptance like: subjective characteristics,
voluntariness, experience and social norms.
TAM2 results showed that workers assigned
high values (> 4) in items that referred to
perceived ease of use, voluntariness and result
demonstrability and low values (< 4) in items
connected with intention to use, perceived
usefulness, imagine, job relevance and output
quality.

Finally: operators affirm that exoskeleton is useful to carry on some specific activities, but the use has to be voluntary.

